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INTRODUCTION. 
Portions of the growth process in many animals, including man, have 
been shown to be of an autocatalysed character, that is it has been 
shown that they increase in velocity as they proceed.  In some of these 
instances it has further been found that they obey the time relations 
expressive of a monomolecular reaction in which the velocity constant 
is proportional to the mass of one of the products?  The curve which 
defines such a  relationship between mass of the product and time is 
strictly  symmetrical  about  the  point  of  maximum  velocity.  The 
period of increasing velocity is equal in amplitude to the succeeding 
period  of decreasing velocity.  The  curve of growth is  then  an  S- 
shaped curve which is defined by the equation: 
x  log  ffi kA  (t -- tl) ........................  (i)  A -x 
where x is the growth attained, A  is the maximum growth attainable 
in  the  cycle under  consideration,  tl  is  the  time  required  to  attain 
one-half the maximum growth, and k is the specific velocity-constant of 
the reaction which is itself, of course, independent of the mass of any 
of the reacting components of the system. 
In other instances it has been found that the increase of mass with 
time, which constitutes growth, is autocatalysed, but not symmetrically, 
the period of increasing velocity being of greater amplitude than the 
period of decreasing velocity.  In such cases the curve of growth is 
defined by an equation of the type: 
x-I-B 
log  -- K (t -- ta) ........................  (ii) 
A  -  x 
t For literature see Robertson, T. B., The chemical basis of growth and senes- 
cence, Monographs on experimental biology, Philadelphia, 1923.  West, C., So. 
Prog.,  1921-22, xvi, 382. 
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where B  is a  constant3  The velocity of the reaction is no longer zero 
when x is zero and the curve does not approach  the  time-axis asymp- 
totically, but cuts it at an angle. 
The  complete growth of an  animal,  and  of most plants,  however, 
consists  of  more  than  one  of  these  autocatalysed  growth-cycles,  s 
and in the majority of instances the growth-equations which have been 
fitted  to  experimental  data  have  concerned only one  of the  several 
cycles into which the total growth of the animal or plant may be re- 
solved.  It cannot be asserted, as yet, that  the growth of any multi- 
cellular  organism  has  been  completely analysed  into  its  component 
cycles, with  the  appropriate  formula  fitted  to  each  of  them.  The 
difficulties which stand in the way of such  a  complete analysis are in 
part experimental,  and in part mathematical,  for on  the one hand we 
possess fragmentary  and  uncertain  data,  or none  at  all,  concerning 
the growth of almost all animals and plants at certain most important 
periods of their lives, for example, the intrauterine growth of mammals 
and  the late growth of most animals,  including man.  On  the other 
hand,  the several growth processes in an animal or plant are not as a 
rule successive, but more frequently concurrent,  so that as one cycle 
is approaching completion another is only half completed and a  third 
may be beginning.  This introduces an element of considerable com- 
plexity into  the mathematical  analysis of growth-curves,  as will be- 
come  apparent  from  what  follows.  When  the  cycles  are  sharply 
separated, as in the growth of the dairy cow# or almost isolated, as in 
the  infantile  growth-cycle  in  man, 5 the  fitting  of the autocatalytic 
formula  to the curve is not a  matter which presents any great diffi- 
culties with  the  aid  of tables  6 and  the  use of appropriate  graphical 
methods. 4  When,  however,  two  or  more  cycles are  simultaneously 
in progress  the  computation  of the parameters  of the  several  inter- 
fused curves is rendered much more difficult and frequently can  only 
be  achieved  by  a  rather  laborious  process  of  successive  approxi- 
mation. 
2  Enriques, P., Biol.  Centr.,  1909, xxix, 331.  Prescott,  J. A., Sultanic Agric. 
Soc. .Bull., No. 13,  Cairo, 1924.  Brody, S., J. Gen. Physiol., 1925-26, viii, 233. 
3  Robertson, T. B., Arch. Entwcklngsmechn. Organ.,  1908, xxv, 581; xxvi, 108. 
*Brody, S., and Ragsdale, A. C., J. Gen. Physiol., 1920-21, iii, 623. 
6 Robertson, T. B., Am. J. Physiol.,  1915, xxxvii, 1; 1916, xli, 535. 
s Robertson, T. B., Univ. California Pub., Physiol., 1915, iv, 211; The chemical 
basis of growth and senescence, Monographs on experimental biology, Philadelphia, 
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Notwithstanding these difficulties the attempt  has  been made  in 
several instances to define the whole of the growth of an animal in 
algebraical terms.  Thus Robertson has defined the growth of man in 
terms of three curves of autocatalysis which are superimposed on one 
another  and  are  partially  concurrent.  1  The  fit  of  the  calculated 
to  the observed curves is  extremely good so far as the observations 
extend,  but  suffers the defects that  the infantile growth-curve was 
obtained from a different group of individuals to that which supplied 
the remainder of the data, that the early juvenile growth  (from 1  to 
5 years of age) and the late growth (from 24 years to senescence) are 
very imperfectly known and that accurate data concerning  intrauterine 
!  t~  Lo~[~I.=o.II,-T,) 
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FIG. l.  Showing the effect of asymmetry, estimated in terms of  the magnitude 
of the constant B, upon the form of the curve of autocatalysis. 
weight-increase  are unavailable for the races which supplied the growth- 
data.  It is for this combination of reasons, probably, that any con- 
siderable extrapolation from the observed data leads to failure of fit. 
Thus for British males if we put t  =  -- 0.75 years, which corresponds 
to the beginning of gestation, the total weight due to the three cycles 
which evidently constitute the growth process in man is found to be 
no less than 6 kilos, which is, of course, absurd.  The reason alike for 
the closeness of fit to the observed data and the failure of fit during 
the early periods of growth is that the juvenile and adolescent cycles, 
which  are  represented  by  the  symmetrical  formula,  are,  in  fact, 
asymmetrical, and should be represented by formulee of the type (ii). 
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extent when x  =  0  and  thereafter  approach  one another  until  they 
coincide at x  =  A  (see Fig.  1).  For values of t exceeding that at the 
point of inflexion of the curves (tl) any curve which is actually  repre- 
sented  by an  equation  of  the  type  (ii)  may be fairly  satisfactorily 
fitted to an equation of type (i).  But the data which would be most 
essential to enable us to distinguish between the two forms and particu- 
larly to ascribe a  correct value to the constant B  in equation  (ii)  are, 
in the case of the human  quite unavailable. 7 
Similarly, Brody and Ragsdale  4 have fitted the extrauterine growth 
of  the  cow to  two  symmetrical autocatalytic equations of  type  (i), 
but if we put t  =  -  10.0, corresponding to the  beginning of gestation, 
in the equation for the first growth-cycle of the Holstein cow: 
x 
log 550  --  x  ='  0.158  (t  --  4.5) 
where x  is expressed in pounds avoirdupois and t in months, we find 
that  x  =2.75 pounds which, again, is  impossible.  The  observations 
of Donaldson upon the growth of the white rat,s the most extensive 
and accurate data upon the  growth  of any animal which we possess, 
have  been  fitted  by Robertson  to  two  autocatalytic  curves  of  the 
symmetrical type) but here, again, extrapolation from the fitted data 
to the beginning of gestation shows that the curves are, in reality, of 
the asymmetrical  type, for the weight at  the beginning  of gestation 
due to the second and  third  cycles of growth,  as represented in  the 
equations,  is  1.56  gin. 
From these previous attempts to portray the whole of the growth of 
an animal in graphical and algebraical terms, two conclusions emerge 
quite  dearly.  The  first  is  that  growth-curves  are  not,  as  a  rule, 
symmetrically autocatalysed but,  on the  contrary,  are of the asym- 
metrical  type definable  by equations  of type (ii).  The second  con- 
These data are  the growth during  the  2nd, 3rd, 4th,  and  5th  years  after 
birth,  and the growth in utero.  The growth of children between 2 and 6 years 
of  age  nclusive  has  recently  been  measured with  exactitude  by Woodbury 
(U. S. Dept. Labor,  Children's Bur., Pub. No. 87,  1921) but these  children were 
of various races inhabiting the American environment, and since both race and 
environment  are  capable of affecting the magnitude  of the parameters  of the 
growth-curve, the data obtained  by Woodbury are presumably not applicable 
to British  or Belgians, from which races the data were obtained  to which the 
curves were fitted. 
s Donaldson, H. H., The rat,  Memoirs of The Wistar  Institute of Anatomy 
and Biology, No. 6, Philadelphia,  1915, Data and reference tables. T.  BRAILSFORD  ROBERTSON  467 
clusion which we are entitled to draw is one of exceedingly fundamen- 
tal importance to any theoretical interpretation  of these quantitative 
relationships.  It is that the several growth cycles which together achieve 
the growth of an animal  are mutually independent.  The substrates of 
one growth-cycle may be and probably are the same as those of another 
since physiological mechanisms in the higher animals tend to preserve 
a  constant nutritional level in the tissue fluids whether growth occurs 
or not. t  The product of each of the autocatalytic processes, however, 
must be perfectly distinct from the product of any other, in so far as 
its  influence  upon  the  reactions  which  determine  the  occurrence  of 
growth  is  concerned,  for if the  product  of one autocatalytic process 
were able to  accelerate  and  ultimately  retard  another,  the  velocity 
of accretion of weight due to the combined processes would be defined 
by  the  equation 
dx 
--=  k'x (A'  -- x) +  k'z (A"  -- x) 
dl 
in which k'  and  k" are the respective velocity-constants of the  two 
autocatalytic processes, A t and A" are  the corresponding maxima of 
growth achieved by each of the processes, and x is the total accretion 
of weight.  This equation may be rearranged  and written as follows: 
__  ..~  (k'A'  +  k'A" 
dx  (k' + k") ×  .  --  k"  x 
dt  \  k' +  / 
which, when integrated,  yields an equation of type (i), differing from 
it only in the numerical values of the parameters,  k'  +  k" being sub- 
k'A' +  k"A" 
stituted for k and  -  for A.  From  this  it  is evident  that 
k' +  k ~ 
any  number  of  concurrent  autocatalytic  processes  of  which  the 
products  are  identical  or  interchangeable  will  yield  a  simple  auto- 
catalytic relationship  between the  mass of their  combined products 
and the time.  The several processes, in other words, must lose their 
identity in the combined result. 
We cannot,  of course, tell to what extent such a  fusion of some or 
many autocatalysed processes into a  single autocatalysed curve may 
occur in the growth of any organism. 9  Probably each autocatalytic 
9 It is probable  that when autoeatalytic  processes fuse during growth,  their 
constants  (k and  6) are not very divergent in value,  for otherwise the slower 
of two processes would not have reached the stage of nuclear division before the 
faster  was  concluded,  x  Cytoplasmic growth, which is  that  which is  actually 
measured in these experiments, is of course the consequence of antecedent produc- 
tion  of nuclei, and  the characteristic  parameters  of any cycle must have been 
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cycle of growth  represents  the  fusion,  in  the  manner  indicated,  of 
very  many  different  autocatalysed  processes.  But  such  fusion  is 
contingent upon the universal presence, within all parts of the growing 
system, of a  common catalyst which is one of the products of each of 
the  various processes which participate  in  the  determination  of  the 
outcome, that  is,  upon  the phenomenon  of allelocatalysis. ~°  In  the 
growth of the higher animal,  however, there appear to  be invariably 
three distinct autocatalytlc cycles which do not fuse in  the sense  of 
sharing a  common product, but are merely superadded to one another, 
the addition of their separate effects yielding the totality of the growth 
achieved at any moment.  The catalyser produced by one cycle is not 
a  catalyser for another,  either because it is a  different substance or, 
alternatively,  because  the  conditions  attending  its  production,  or 
substances with which it is associated, prohibit its distribution to any 
other than  certain  types of cells or its penetration  to those portions 
of these other cells which determine  their  growth  or multiplication, n 
So far as the autocatalyst is  concerned,  therefore,  any  given cycle o] 
growth is completely closed to  any  other. 
These  prefatory  considerations  are  designed  to  render  clear  the 
point of view from which the succeeding analysis of the growth of the 
white  mouse  into  its  component  processes  has  been  carried  out. 
For  many  years  the  author,  in  collaboration  with  L.  A.  Ray  and 
others  ~2 has been engaged in accumulating accurately controlled data 
concerning the growth of the white mouse.  The experimental  results 
have  been  analysed  statistically  and  the  probable  errors  of  the 
measurements  have  been  computed.  In  fitting  such  data  to  any 
algebraical formula therefore  we possess the advantage of being able 
1o Robertson, T. B, Biochem. J., 1921, x-c, 612; 1924, xviii, 1240; Y. Physiol., 
1922; lvi, 404; Australian  J. Exp. Biol. and Med. Sc., 1924, i, 151. 
11 That is, the separability of the growth-cycles may not depend upon chemical 
differences between  their  respective  autocatalysts,  but  upon  an  inability  to 
disseminate the catalyst,  or the condition which constitutes the catalytic agent, 
to the cells which participate  in the other  growth-cycles.  It should be recol- 
lected that mathematical analysis of the time-relations of growth may reveal the 
existence of autocatalysis,  but cannot  throw any light  upon the nature  of the 
catalyst  itself, which, so far as this  type of evidence is concerned, may be a 
physical condition just as readily as it may be a chemical substance. 
~2 Robertson, T. B., and Ray, L. A., J. Biol. Chem., 1916, xxiv, 347,363,385, 
397; Robertson, T. B., xxv, 635, 647.  Robertson, T. B., and Ray, L. A., J. Biol. 
Chem., 1919, xxxvii, 377,393,427,443,455;  1920, xlii, 71; xliv, 439; Australian J. 
Exp. Biol. and Med. Sc., 1925, ii, 91, 173. T.  BRAILSFORD  ROBERTSON  469 
to distinguish between those deviations of theory from  experiments 
which  are  permissible,  that  is,  within  the  probable  errors  of  the 
ascertained averages, and those which are due to genuine lack of fit 
or  to  environmental  or  dietary  fluctuations  which  have  escaped 
control.  Notwithstanding the numerous data of this kind which have 
been available for some years, it has not hitherto proved possible to 
analyse the growth of the white mouse into its component processes. 
This has arisen from the fact that the three autocatalytic cycles which 
contribute  to  the  total  growth  of  the  animals  are  so  intermingled 
that throughout the most rapidly growing period of its life the growth 
of the white mouse is being affected to an important degree by all of 
the cycles simultaneously, and also from the fact that in  the white 
mouse a fourth process contributes appreciably to the outcome which 
has not hitherto been detected in the growth of other animals.  This 
I  have elsewhere designated the process of "linear accretion.  ''1.  It 
is important  to notice that  the magnitude and slope of the "linear 
accretion"  of  weight  could  never  have  been  ascertained  from  the 
data  had  these not  included the  late  growth of the animals  which 
continues very slowly for long after the attainment of sexual maturity 
and dimensions which might readily be supposed to be "adult" and, 
therefore, maximal.  It is possible that in other animals also a similar 
linear accretion is occurring, and has escaped attention for lack of data 
concerning the late growth of the animals, or that in the mouse it is 
comparatively  conspicuous  because  it  is  such  a  quickly-growing 
animal and its life-duration is so brief that the slope of the process is 
greater.  On  the  other hand,  it  appears  from Donaldson's  figures  s 
to be much less evident in  the rat, which grows even more rapidly 
than the mouse and of which the life-duration is approximately equal 
to  that  of the mouse.  The possibility  remains,  therefore, that  the 
linear accretion is peculiar to certain animals, of which the mouse is 
one.  It was not less apparent in our Californian stock of animals than 
it is in our present stock.  It is not, therefore, limited to any particular 
strain of mice. 
Mathematical  Analysis  of the  Growth  of  the  White  Mouse. 
In the accompanying charts (Figs. 2 and 3)  the experimental data 
concerning the growth of normal white mice during the years 1921-23 
l, Robertson, T. B., and Ray, L. A., Australian J. Exp. Biol. and Med. Sc., 
1925, ii,  91. ~A 
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from the 5th week of age onwards, are plotted in a manner which has 
been described in detail elsewhere.  I~  Briefly, the growth of each group 
of animals is represented not,  as usual, by a  curve passing through 
the ascertained average weights, but by a  shaded area, of which the 
centre at any age is the ascertained average weight, and the width is 
twice the "probable error" of the average.  14  The true curve of growth 
may then be stated to lie more probably within than without this area. 
Examination of these charts, and also of the majority of curves of 
mouse-growth which have previously been published  ~2 reveals the fact 
that subsequently to the 40th week and until the occurrence of senile 
loss of weight, the animals undergo a gradual increase of weight which 
is approximately linear.  Excluding slight fluctuation in the contour 
of the growth-area, a  straight line may be drawn through this part 
of the growth-area, which,  when produced,  cuts  the  time-axis at  a 
slight angle.  Direct graphic estimation of the tangent of this angle 
yields at once the rate of increase of x  during the period of purely 
linear  increment.  For  example,  in  the  females,  the  rate  of linear 
increase is given by: 
dx, 
--  =  0.044 
dt 
whence it would appear that: 
x,  =  0.044 t  +  a  constant 
where z,  is  that  proportion  of the  total weight-increment which is 
attributable to the linear process and t is expressed in weeks. 
It is obvious, of course, that this cannot possibly be the true relation- 
ship of x, to t.  It is scarcely conceivable that any process of weight-in- 
crement could begin at the moment of conception and continue through- 
out development at an unaltered rate, quite independently  of the weight 
or stage of development of the organism.  The extent of the "linear 
accretion" process during the period of varying growth-velocity which 
precedes 40 weeks of age cannot be determined by inspection.  The 
constancy of growth-rate during the later periods, however, may be 
due to the fact that it is proportional to some factor which is constant 
by about 40 weeks and thereafter until senescence supervenes.  Such 
a  factor would be  the weight-accretion due to  autocatalytic cycles. 
1, The error, that is, which is as likely as not to have occurred, namely 0.6745  X 
t,  h  ~-w  ere # is the "standard deviation" of the series of weighings  made at any 
given age, and N is the total number of animals weighed. T.  BRAILSFORD  ROBERTSON  473 
If we subtract the linear increment from the curve of total growth, 
the residual growth, that, namely, which is not attributable to linear 
increment,  becomes  practically  constant  from  40  weeks  onwards. 
If, then, the "linear increment" (now evidently somewhat misnamed) 
is proportional to the growth attained at  any time by autocatalytic 
processes, the constancy of the growth-rate due to "linear increment" 
after 40 weeks of age becomes comprehensible.  It is not, evidently, 
proportional to itself as well, because it would in that case be auto- 
catalysed and the late growth-increment would not be rectilinear, but 
curvilinear. 
It might be supposed, as an alternative, that the "linear accretion" 
is superadded to one or more autocatalytic processes which it accom- 
panies concurrently, utilising the same substrates and manufacturing 
an identical product.  Thus the differential equation for any of the 
autocatalytic cycles might be conceived to be: 
dx 
--  =  k  (x-  B)  (A  -- x)  +  c 
dt 
where B is the growth attained by previous (concluded) cycles, x the 
total growth attained at time t, A the maximum growth attainable in 
consequence of the autocatalytic process, and C is the constant velocity 
of  the concurrent linear process.  We might imagine that when the 
autocatalytic process has ceased the linear process goes on.  This view, 
however, would involve a serious misconception, for if the product of 
the  autocatalytic  and  linear  processes were  the  same,  they would 
exert  like  effects  upon  the  final  equilibrium  of  the  system.  The 
accumulation of products due to  the linear process would push the 
equilibrium of the autocatalytic process backwards, until, finally, the 
rates of production and reversion were equalised and, as in a  simple 
autocatalytic process,  a  maximum weight would be  asymptotically 
approached.  The final accretion would not be linear, as it evidently 
is, but would lie on the concluding part of a  curve of autocatalysis 
not differing very greatly from that which would represent the weight- 
accretion if the linear process were altogether absent.  This may be 
shown by the fact that if the above equation be integrated  u and the 
' 
16 This may be done by substituting z for x  A  +  B  (A  B) s .  C  -  --~  and a for  4  --b 
when the equation reduces to the standard form 
lds 
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above-cited value  (0.044) be substituted  for C, and  the values found 
below for A, B, k, and  tl in  the first autocatalytlc growth-cycle, the 
maximum attainable value of x  thus calculated only differs by two- or 
three-tenths of a gm. from A  (the maximum value due to autocatalysis 
alone)  and  falls far below the maximum weight actually attained by 
the  animals.  Moreover,  of  course,  no  curve  which  approaches  a 
maximum asymptotically can possibly be made to fit the experimental 
results. 
It  is  clear,  therefore,  that  the  linear process of accretion,  at  any 
rate  for  the  period  prior  to  senescence,  is  like  the  preceding auto- 
catalytic  cycles,  independent  of any  other  process.  Its  product  is 
not  interchangeable  with  the  product  of  any  of  the  autocatalytic 
processes. 
Reverting, then, to the main argument of the analysis, it is clearly 
dx4 
probable that -~  is proportional to the sum of the weight-increments 
due  to  autocatalytic processes. 16  On  this  assumption  we may com- 
pute the magnitude of the linear accretion at any age by the following 
method of successive approximations: 
The straight line which divides the growth-area  between 40 weeks 
and  the beginning of senescent loss into approximately equal  (upper 
and lower) parts is produced backwards until it cuts the vertical line 
t  =  0.  Through the point of intersection a  line is drawn parallel to 
the  time-axisY  The  vertical  distance  from  this  horizontal  line  to 
the  slant  line  at  the  moment  that  the latter permanently emerges 
from the growth-area (the moment of maximum weight)  is taken as a 
is One among other ways of  rendering this intelligible  would  be to suppose 
that it is proportional to the number of fully developed cells in the body of the 
animal. 
17 It would appear more logical to produce the slant line  to t  =  -3  weeks 
corresponding  to  the  beginning  of  gestation.  The  actual  linear  increment 
throughout life, if that increment occurred from conception onwards at a  uni- 
form rate,  would  be slightly greater than  that  measured by the  method  em- 
ployed.  But as we have  assumed  (and,  as will  appear in the sequel,  the  fit 
of the theoretical to the experimental curves of growth justifies  the assumption) 
that the "linear increment" is actually proportional to the autocatalytic incre- 
ment, it follows that the total increment due to this source must be  somewhat 
less than that calculated on the assumption  that the increment occurs at a con- 
stant rate throughout life.  The two errors partially annul one another, and for 
this reason the otherwise erroneous procedure of calculating  the increment from 
l  =  0 instead of from t  =  -3, was deliberately adopted. T.  BRAILSFORD  ROBERTSON  475 
first approximation to the magnitude of the total increment due to 
the "linear accretion" throughout the duration of life.  The residual 
weight after subtracting this "total linear accretion" is taken to be a 
first  approximation  to  the  final  or  "equilibrium value"  of  all  the 
autocatalytic processes added together.  For the females this is 23.65 
gin.,  for the  males  26.00 gin.,  the  corresponding constant rates  of 
linear increment per week being 0.044  and  0.0575.  This  constant 
rate of increment being due, as we have seen, to the constancy of the 
total increment of autocatalytic  origin, we must divide it by the weight 
due to autocatalytic processes in  order to  obtain a  measure of the 
proportionality between the rate of linear increment and the weight 
of autocatalytic origin.  In  other words,  we  have  determined the 
relation: 
dx,j 
--  =  0.044  (for females) 
dt 
and since we have inferred that the true relation subsequently to 40 
weeks is: 
dx4 
--  ffi  k, (At +  A2  +  AJ 
d~ 
we have: 
and 
hence 
similarly 
k, (AI  +  At +  Aa)  =ffi 0.044 
Al -t- AI -I" A,  =  23.65  gin. 
k, =  0.00186 (for females) 
k4  ~-  0.00221  (for males). 
These values are, however, merely first approximations, which it is 
now necessary to correct in the following manner: 
Assuming,  provisionally,  that  for  females  the  process  of  linear 
increment is actually given by: 
dx4 
--  =  0.00186 (zj  -t-  x2  q-  za) 
dt 
or, in other words, that the linear increment during any given week 
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weight which is attributable to preceding linear increment.  Since the 
"linear increment" at the beginning of gestation may be taken as zero 
and the average autocatalytic weight during that week may be taken 
as the mean of the weight at  the beginning of  the week (virtually 
zero) and the weight at  the end of the week, the amount of linear 
increment for the 1st week of gestation may be taken as one-half the 
weight at the end of the week, multiplied by 0.00186.  Subtracting 
this from the mean weight during the succeeding week we have the 
mean weight of autocatalytic origin during the 2nd week of gestation, 
from which we can similarly calculate the "linear increase" during that 
week.  The total linear increment is now the sum of the increments 
during  the  1st  and  2nd  weeks.  Subtracting  this  from  the  mean 
weight  during  the  3rd  week,  we again  obtain  the  mean weight  of 
autocatalytic origin  from which we can  calculate the  "linear incre- 
ment" for that week.  Proceeding in this way we would eventually 
determine a  "total linear increment" at the maximum weight of the 
animals, which would be somewhat less than the first approximation, 
of  course,  while  the  corresponding  maximum  increment  of  auto- 
catalytic origin would be somewhat greater than the first approxima- 
tion.  These  estimates  are  still,  however,  approximations,  because 
the  magnitude  of  the  velocity-constant of  the  "linear  increment" 
process was based upon the first approximation to the magnitude of 
the final weight of autocatalytic origin.  This has now been found to 
be slightly incorrect and the velocity-constant of the "linear process" 
has  to  be recalculated from the corrected value.  The linear incre- 
ments must then be recalculated, week by week, as described, utilising 
this new value of the velocity-constant, until a  third approximation 
to  the max4mum magnitudes of the linear and autocatalytic incre- 
ments has been obtained.  In practice this third approximation differs 
so little from the second that it may be taken as final; a fourth approxi- 
mation  would  yield a  correction so  small  as  to  lie  far  within  the 
probable error of the weight-estimations. 
Unfortunately it is not possible as yet to carry out the process of 
analysis in the ideal manner indicated.  In the first place we possess 
almost no data at all concerning the intrauterine growth of the white 
mouse.  ~  So far as the linear increment is concerned this introduces 
laThe weight-length ratios  for  mouse embryos have  been determined  by 
Le Breton  and  Schaeffer  3°  and  also the nucleo-cytoplasmic ratios  for mouse- 
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a  merely negligible error into its estimation because the magnitude 
of the total linear increment during the pre-natal period of growth is 
so small as to lie far within the experimental error of the post-natal 
weight-determinations.  We  may  consequently  assume,  without 
introducing any  appreciable  inexactitude,  that  the  weekly rate  of 
"linear increment"  is  constant  during  the  entire  pre-natal  period 
(3 weeks)  and equal to the velocity-constant  of  the linear process 
multiplied by  the mean pre-natal weight, that is, one-half the birth- 
weight.  The  entire pre-natal  "linear  increment"  would  then  be 
three  times  this  product.  Thus  calculated,  the  total  pre-natal 
"linear increment" is found to be only 0.004: gin. 
In the second place, a more serious possibility of error is introduced 
by the fact that we do not know the birth-weight or post-natal weight 
increase for the first 4 weeks after birth for the animals employed in 
the  weight-estimations depicted  upon  the  charts.  We  do  possess, 
however, a number of data concerning the early post-natal growth of 
the stock of mice  employed in previous experiments in  Callfornia.  lg 
These data, while not necessarily applicable in detail to our present 
stock, may nevertheless be relied upon to furnish an estimate of the 
order of magnitude of the weights of white mice at birth and during 
the first 4  weeks of post-natal  growth.  The data are not differen- 
tiated as to sex of the animals weighed, because the sex of mice is not 
readily determinable from external characters prior to 4 or 5 weeks of 
age.  The data are tabulated below. 
Investigators .... 
Age of mice. 
Birth. 
I wk. 
2 wks. 
3 wks. 
(23 days). 
4 wks. 
Robertson, 1914-15. 
No.  weighed.  Weight. 
56  1.23 
45  3.31 
24  5.14 
45  9.32 
Robertson and Cutler, 1916. 
No. weighed.  Weight. 
48  i .47 
18  2.99 
26  5.09 
-  (7.99) 
-  (9.51) 
Robertson  and Ddpmt, 1917, 
No. weighed.  [  Weight. 
gta. 
118  1.47 
91  3.35 
82  4.44 
74  5.89 
79  7.03 
74  18.55 
The  measurements made by Robertson  and 
days.  The weight at 3 weeks is computed on 
19 Robertson, T. B., Y. Biol. Chem., 1916, xxiv, 363. 
Curies', E., J. Biol. Chem., 1916, xxv, 663.  Robertson, 
J.  B~ol. C~m.,  1917, xxxi, 567. 
! 
Cutler  ceased at  20 
the assumption that 
Robertson, T.  B.,  and 
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the rate of increment from the 20th to the 21st day is the same as that 
from the 19th to the 20th day.  The weight estimations at 3 and 4 
weeks of age are very divergent, probably owing to the rapid growth 
and high variability of the animals at this period of their lives.  The 
estimate of weight at 4 weeks given under the heading "Robertson and 
Cutler" is the mean between the estimated weight at 3 weeks, deduced 
from  the results  of Robertson  and  Cutler,  and  the  experimentally 
ascertained weights at 5 weeks of male and female animals in the pres- 
ent  experiments.  Such an  estimate must  obviously  afford a  mere 
approximation to the truth, but it is evidently more nearly in accord 
both with the present experimental results and the previous results of 
Robertson (1914--15) than the value found by Robertson and Delprat. 
The weights given under "Robertson and Cutler" are those which will 
hereafter be regarded as affording the most probable approximation 
to the true weights of our present stock during this early period of 
growth.  It  appears  likely that  the error involved may not  exceed 
the probable error of weight-estimation which is large at this period 
of  growth,  on  account  of  the  high  variability  of  rapidly-growing 
animals?  0 
In any case the error introduced into the estimation of the "linear 
increment" by these approximations is of negligible magnitude, since 
the total linear increment by 4 weeks of age is but a twentieth of a gin. 
There can be no doubt that any correction to which this figure may 
be subject would be totally beyond experimental detection.  The first 
autocatalytic growth-cycle will  be  little  affected, or  not  at  all,  by 
these various approximations, because so large a proportion of it lies 
within  the  period  of  experimental  measurement  (5  weeks  of  age 
onwards) that this cycle is virtually determined by the experimental 
results and by the limiting condition that xl  =  0 when t  =  -3  weeks. 
The third growth-cycle will be little affected or not at all, because it 
lies almost wholly outside the region of merely approximate knowledge. 
The rapidly rising portion of the second growth-cycle, however, centres 
at 2 weeks and lies almost wholly within the region of approximation. 
The possible effect of this upon  the parameters of the second auto- 
catalytic cycle will be discussed later. 
The magnitude of the "linear increment" from week to week of age 
having now been determined, the residual weights, after subtraction 
so Robertson, T. B., ]. Biol.  Chem.,  1916, xxiv, 363; Am. J. Physiol.,  1916, 
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of the  linear increments,  represent  growth which we  have assumed 
to be of autocatalytic origin.  This assumption is justified by the fit 
between  the  experimental data and  the  requirements  of calculation 
from three superimposed autocatalytic cycles of growth, the parame- 
ters of which may be determined in the following manner. 
The  final  magnitude  of  the  total  autocatalytic  increment  has 
been  estimated  to  be 24.00 gm. for females and 26.10 gm. for males. 
The  corresponding numerical values of the velocity-constants of the 
"linear  increment"  processes  are  0.00183  in  males  and  0.00220  in 
females.  We may illustrate the method of subsequent procedure by 
that employed in the case of the females: 
From  the inspection  of the  contour  of  the  experimental growth- 
area, which suggests a  change of curvature in this neighbourhood, the 
value of tl for the autocatalytic process which governs this period of the 
growth of the animals is assumed,  as a  rough approximation,  to be 
11 weeks.  ~j  Supposing the whole of the autocatalytic growth of the 
animals, subsequently to that date, to be due to a  single cycle,  ** then, 
calling the total growth attributable to that cycle A 1, and that attrib- 
utable  to  other  cycles A~  +  As,  we  have,  from  the  experimental 
data and the property of the autocatalytic curve that x  =  ½A at t  =  6: 
At+  As+As  =  24.0 
1 
Al +  As +  At --  17.4 tt 
whence Ax  =  13.2 and A, +  At  =  10.8. 
As a  first approximation, then, we assume that this cycle may be 
represented by the following equation, of the symmetrical type. 
log  x  l  == Kt  (t  --  11) 
13.2 --  xi 
21 This assumption was nearly correct in the case of the males, the true value 
of tl for the males being  10 weeks.  In the case of the females, as we shall see, 
this provisional assvmption was considerably in error and more than one process 
of approximation  was necessary to correct it. 
22 As the subsequent  calculations  show, this is actually the case in females. 
In males, the growth due to other cycles, which is still incompleted at l0 weeks, 
is only 0.16 gin.  This discrepancy is not sufficient to appreciably  affect the fit 
and may readily be allowed for by a slight relative adjustment of the values of 
A1  and  of As  +  Aa  respectively. 
2SAs the  values  sought  are  only first  approximations  the  second  decimal 
figure in the experimental weight for 11 weeks is neglected and the first decimal 
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From the  experimentally  ascertained  weights  of the  animals  subse- 
quently to 11 weeks we subtract the corresponding linear increments 
and  the  constant weight increment  due to preceding  cycles; that  is, 
10.8 gin.  The  residues are  the  experimentally ascertained values of 
zl.  Inserting  these  values of xl  and  the  corresponding  values of t 
in the above equation, we can estimate the value of the constant K1 
for each week of age from the  12th onwards.  The  12th to the 20th 
weeks inclusive are sufficient to show the trend of the results. 
First Approximation to the Value of Kt. 
Age of mice.  Experimental values of xt.  Calculated values of Kt. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
7.28 
7.98 
8.47 
8.86 
9.25 
9.50 
9.94 
10.15 
10.35 
0.090 
O. 088 
0.084 
0.077 
O. 074 
O. 068 
O. 069 
O. 067 
O. 062 
It is evident that  the value of K1 is not  constant,  but diminishes, 
at first rapidly, and then more slowly, approaching a  minimum value 
in the neighbourhoodof 0.06.  Inspection of Fig. 1 at once suggests that 
the reason for this progressive alteration of the "constant" is that the 
true equation to this cycle is of the asymmetrical type (equation  (ii)) 
and not of the symmetrical type as it has been assumed to be.  The 
validity of this  conclusion  will later  be demonstrated  algebraically. 
Experimentally its truth can at once be shown, and a first approxima- 
tion to the value of the constant B  can also be obtained, by putting 
t  ---  -3  (corresponding  to the  beginning  of gestation)  in  the above 
equation and calculating xl on the assumption that the true value of 
K~ is that which it eventually approaches in the symmetrical equation; 
namely, 0.06.  In this way xl, at the beginning of gestation, is found 
to be 2.11 gin. 
The equation to the first autocatalytic cycle in the growth of females 
may ~.herefore now be written: 
xt +  2.11 
log~  =K~O-tJ 
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in which K~ and tx have now to be redetermlned.  We obtain a second 
approximation to their values as follows: 
The experimental values of z~ at 13 and 14 weeks are 7.98 and 8.47 
gin. respectively.  The left-hand side of the above equation becomes, 
therefore, 0.281  at  13 weeks, and 0.345  at 14 weeks.  24  Let y  be the 
value of t  -  t~ at  13 weeks, then we have: 
0.345  --  0.281  ffi  Kx  (y  -I-  I)  --  Kx  y  =,  Kl 
hence: 
and since 
Kl  ffi  0.064 
KI  y  •ffi  0.281,  y  •ffi  4.4. 
Hence at 13 weeks -  tl -- 4.4; so that tl --- 8.6 weeks. 
That the value of Kx which has thus been determined is very nearly 
the correct one, can also be ascertained in  quite a different manner. 
In fact we can utilise this alternative method to obtain a provisional 
estimate of Kx and employ this to determine B.  This was the method 
which was actually employed in ascertaining the numerical values of 
the parameters of this cycle for the males. 
A series of symmetrical curves of autocatalysis (of the type defined 
by equation (i)) having an arbitrary amplitude and varying values of 
K  (Fig. 4) are photographed upon a lantern slide which is inserted in 
an  enlarging  camera possessing  adjustments which permit  varying 
enlargement,  side-to-side  and  up-and-down  movement,  and  also 
rotation of the slide.  The curves are thus projected upon the experi- 
mental growth-chart and enlarged until their amplitude corresponds 
with that of the latter part of the experimental area.  It is not neces- 
sary to subtract the linear increment and then redraw the experimental 
curve of growth, because the linear increment can readily be allowed 
for, to the necessary degree of accuracy, by a  slight rotation of the 
slide and consequent tilting of the projecte  d  curves.  The value of k 
for the curve which most nearly fits the latter part (subsequent to 10 
weeks) of the experimental growth-area, is 0.06 for females and 0.08 
for males. 
The value  of KI  thus determined differs so little  from the value 
(0.06)  previously estimated by two totally different methods, that its 
24 Any pair of times, preferably differing by 1 or 10 weeks, might have been 
chosen for  this  purpose. ~t  2 
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substantial  accuracy cannot be doubted.  The value of tl  therefore, 
must  also  be  fairly  close  to  the  correct  magnitude,  provided  the 
experimental weights at  13 and  14 weeks fairly represent the general 
trend of the curve.  These weights were chosen because they lie on 
a  smooth and unfluctuating part of the curve with a  steep curvature, 
so that slight errors in Xl, which greatly influence the value of A 1 -  xl 
when this is small, would not affect the values of the parameters very 
greatly. 
The  values  of A1  and  of A 2 +  A ~ were  provisionally estimated, 
however, upon the basis of the assumption that t~  =  11 weeks.  Since 
tl has now been found to be 8.6 weeks,  the value of A ~ must be re- 
determined.  Assuming  the  rate  of  autocatalytic  weight-increment 
to be uniform between 8 and 9 weeks of age,  .5 after subtraction of the 
corresponding  linear  increments, we  find, by interpolation,  that  the 
experimental weight of autocatalytic origin is 15.94 gm. at 8.6 weeks. 
Now  in  the  equation: 
xt+ B 
lOgAl  --  xl  ---- KI  (t  -- St) 
when t  =  tl, xl  .... 
A1  B 
2  2" 
Hence 
B  A~ 
Since the experimental weight at this age is assumed to be, and very 
nearly is, A 2 +  A s +  xl we see that if 2  be added to the experimental 
weight this should be equal  to {  A 1 +  A 2 +  A 3.  Since B  has been 
estimated to be 2.11  gin. we have: 
AI +  As +  As  ffi  24.00 
1 
At +  As +  As  =  17.00 
whence: 
At =  14.0 and  As  +  As =  10.0 
The equation to this cycle now becomes: 
xt+B 
log--  =  0.064 (t-- 8.6) 
14.0 -- xl 
~s This  is  almost  exactly true,  because  a  curve of autocatalysis is  almost 
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Putting t  =  -  3 weeks and X  1  =  0 we find: 
B  ---  2.40 
Correcting the above estimate of A 1 by the employment of this value 
of B instead of the previous value of 2.11, we find: 
A1  +  A~ +  As  ~-  24.00 
1 
AI +  As +  As  --  17.14 
whence A1  =  13.72. 
Recalculating B for this new value of A i and A 1 for the new value of 
B, we find B  =  2.36, and A ~ =  13.76, values which differ so little from 
the  preceding  approximations  that  further  approximations  would 
evidently be valueless.  The  equation  to  this  cycle of growth  now 
assumes the final form: 
xl  +  2.36 
log  -  0.064  (t  --  8.6) 
13.76  --  xl 
The values of xt from  -3  weeks to the last experimental observa- 
tion  are  now computed  from  this  formula  and  subtracted  from  the 
autocatalytic residue of the total weight-accretion at each age.  The 
remainders  are  the  autocatalytic  weight-accretions  attributable  to 
two  other  autocatalytic  growth-processes  which  we  will  hereafter 
designate the second and third growth-cycles. 
These  remainders  increase  up  to  9  weeks  after  birth  and  then 
approach  a  constant  maximum  value  which,  of  course,  fluctuates 
somewhat  in  response  to  fluctuations  in  the  experimental  data. 
If the true maximum magnitude of the growth of autocatalytic origin 
were, as we have hitherto assumed, 24.00  gm., then the residue, after 
subtracting  the  above-ascertained  value of A j should be 10.24  gin. 
This estimate depended,  however, only upon a  limited proportion  of 
the data,  those,  namely, which are  subsequent to the  completion of 
the first growth-cycle (that is, after x~  =  A~ to within the attainable 
accuracy of the weight-averages).  The subtraction  of weight accre- 
tion due to this cycle, as well as the "linear process," from the experi- 
mental  weights,  however,  renders  available  a  much  wider  range  of 
experimental values of the constant weight due to the second and third 
cycles, from 9 weeks, that is, until  the initiation  of senescence.  We 
may take advantage of this fact to correct our estimate of A ~ +  A a 
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of the first cycle and the "linear process," from 9 to 90 weeks inclusive. 
This yields the value: 
A2 +  As  =  10.11 
which is obviously more likely to be correct than the value deduced 
from the original estimate of A 1 +  A ~ +  A ~. 
If the third cycle of growth is of the symmetrical type, its equation, 
subsequently to the conclusion of the second cycle, may be written: 
X -- As 
Iog~  =  Kt(I--  ta) 
10.11  --  x 
where x is the experimental residual weight at time t.  26 
A first approximation to the value of t, may be computed from the 
following data. 
Age of mice.  Residual weight.  Increment during  Increase  or decrease  of  preceding week.  increment per week. 
wit.t. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
gm. 
6.90 
7.98 
9.19 
9.96 
1.08 
1.21 
0.77 
+0.13 
--0.45 
The maximal rate of increase lies obviously at some point between 
the 6th and 7th weeks and somewhat closer to the 6th week than to 
the 7th37  The position of G, assuming the rate of increase of incre- 
ment to its maximum to be equal to its rate of decrease after passing 
13 
the maximum, is 6  +  ~  --  6.3 weeks. 
This  estimate  is,  however,  slightly  erroneous  in  principle, quite 
apart  from errors introduced by the possible experimental inexacti- 
tude of individual weighings.  If the second cycle has not been ab- 
solutely completed by the 5th week, then the increment during the 
succeeding week will be due in part to the second cycle and not wholly 
~e The  second  cycle being  assumed  to  have  reached  its  maximum  value  (at 
present unknown)  x is evidently A2  +  xa while I0.11  =  A~ +  Av  Substituting 
these values the equation reduces to the standard  form: 
x~  -,  K*  (t  --  It) 
log At  --  xt 
2T Because the increment from 5 to 6 weeks is greater than the increment from 
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to the third.  Estimated as due to the third cycle only, it will be too 
large and the position of ts, determined on the basis of this estimate, 
will be too early.  The actual procedure adopted was to employ this 
value of t~ provisionally and then to determine the values of A 2 and 
K8 in the manner outlined below.  The  values of x8 were then com- 
puted and subtracted from the residual weights due to the second and 
third cycles, leaving those due to the second cycle only.  The values 
of t2 and K2  were then  determined, and  the  equation  defining the 
second cycle was thus obtained.  The values of x~ were computed for 
each week of age, and in this way the increment between the 5th and 
6th weeks, which is attributable to the second cycle, was determined. 
This  was  subtracted  from  the  observed  total  increment,  tabulated 
above,  and  the position  of ts was redetermined in  the  manner just 
described.  In this way the corrected value of t3 was found to be 6.4 
weeks.  Employing this value of t3 the entire calculation was repeated. 
We will resume the description of the process of analysis in detail at 
this point, because what follows will obviously serve at the same time 
to describe the above process of correcting the position of t~. 
The equation to the third growth-cycle may now be written: 
x--A~ 
log--  --  K3  (t--  6.4) 
10.11  --  x 
where x  --  x8  +  As,  provided  that  the second cycle is  completed. 
For the determination of A, and K8 in the above equation, two pairs 
of  weight-estimations are  required,  each  pair  1  week  apart.  The 
third  cycle is  concluded at  10  weeks  so  that  this  and  subsequent 
weight-estimations are not available for the computation of A 2 and 
Ka.  We must, therefore, employ the experimental weight at 5 weeks 
for this purpose.  The inaccuracy involved lies within  the probable 
error of the weight-estimations and does not appreciably affect the 
values of A =  and Ka in the determination of which four weight-estima- 
tions participate equally.  The error in t3 is just appreciable, because 
this is determined by differences between successive weight-estimations 
and not upon the weights themselves. 
At t  =  5  we have: 
Att  =  6: 
6.90  --  As 
log--  =,  --  1.4Ka 
3.21 
7.98  --  A2 
1o~  --  0.4  Ka 
2.13 Whence: 
Similarly,  at t  =  7: 
And at  t  --  8: 
Whence: 
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3.21  (7.98  --  A,) 
log 2.13  (6.90  --  A2)  =  K, 
9.19  --  Aj 
log--  =  0.6K, 
0.92 
9.96  --  A, 
log  0.15  '  ~  1.6 Ks 
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0.92  (9.96  --  Ai)  ~  Ks 
log 0~  (9.19  A~) 
Equating  the two estlm~tes of K3 we have: 
0.92  (9.96  --  A~)  3.21  (7.98  --  A,) 
0.15  (9.19  --  A2)  2.13  (6.90  --  A2) 
Solving this  quadratic  equation  for A s we find: 
A~  =  8.38  -4-  1.73 
That  is,  either A 3 =  0, which inspection of the experimental  curve 
shows to be inadmissible,  or As  =  6.65,  whence: 
A,  =  3.46 
From the first of the  above equations for Ks, inserting this value of 
A s, we obtain: 
K,  =  0.904 
The  equation  to the third  cycle now becomes: 
Xs 
=  0.904  (t  --  6.4)  log 3.46  --  x, 
Calculating the values of x3 for successive weeks and subtracting these 
from  the  residual  weights  for  the  second  and  third  cycles,  the  re- 
mainders  constitute  the  weight-accretions  due  to  the  second  cycle 
alone. 
The value of A ~ being known,  the computation of the parameters 
t~ and K2 resolves itself into  the problem of finding that  value of t~ 
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of Kl are then averaged.  In this manner the equation to the second 
cycle is found to be: 
~:---.---2~s ~  0.52  (1  --  1.9) 
log  6.65  --  x. 
The experimental growth-curve of the normal female is now com- 
pletely defined.  The methods employed in defining the growth-curve 
of the male were so similar to those already outlined that any descrip- 
tion of them is unnecessary.  The final equations for the male are as 
follows: 
xl  +  1.25 
log  13.70  --  xl  =ffi 0.08  (t  --  10) 
-  0.52 0 -  1.9)  l°g7 -  zs 
log x----2---* =. 0.40 (t -- 6.2) 
5.4  --  xs 
dx4 
--  =. 0.0022 (zl +  xs +  xl)  dt 
In both males and females the second and third cycle increments 
at t  --  -3  are almost totally inappreciable.  These cycles, therefore, 
appear to be of the symmetrical type. 
The computed values of xl, x~, and xs and the "linear increments" 
and their sums for males and females are enumerated in Tables I and 
II and compared with the experimentally ascertained weights of the 
animals.  The calculated weights differ from the experimental weights 
by less than the probable error of the experimental estimate in 39 out 
of 59 estimations prior to senescence in the females, and in 36 out of 
53 such estimations in the males.  In only four instances in the female 
curve and three in the male, or 7 out of a  total of 112 experimentally 
ascertained weights does the calculated weight differ from the experi- 
mental to the extent of twice the probable error of the experimental 
estimate  itself.  The  algebraical  sum  of  all  the  deviations  of  the 
caJculated from the experimental weights is +0.96 gin. in the females 
and +0.82 gin. in the male.  The substantial correspondence between 
theory and experiment from the beginning of gestation to the occur- 
rence of senescence is therefore unquestionable and it is evident that 
any subsequent knowledge which we might obtain concerning intrau- 
terine growth,  for example,  or  the difference between  the  growth- 
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necessitate very slight modifications of the parameters of the several 
growth-processes which have been determined in the above analysis. 
Such modification,  if appreciable at all, might be anticipated to occur 
chiefly in the second growth-cycle and to be concerned mainly with 
sexual differences in  the parameters of velocity and  time  (K,.  and 
It will be dearly understood, of course, that the precise numerical 
values of the various parameters may be expected to differ somewhat 
in different strains of mice and even in different generations of the 
same strain.  For it  has  been  found that  the growth-curve of any 
given generation of mice of a given strain differs somewhat from that 
of any other generation.  ~a  All that the above remarks are intended 
to imply is that if the additional data for the same mice were now ren- 
dered  available  the  modifications of the parameters  already  deter- 
mined would be  of slight magnitude and  mainly  concern the  two 
parameters which have been indicated. 
DISCUSSION  OF THE  RESULTS. 
The conclusions  arising  out of the foregoing analysis  which merit 
special  consideration  at present appear to be the following. 
I.  The Nomenclature of the Autocatalytic Cycles. 
The  cyce which has  been  designated the  first  in  the  foregoing 
analysis has been termed the third in previous publications dealing 
with the growth of the white mouse,  n  The numbering of the cyces 
may be made to accord with either of two principles.  The principle 
adopted in former publications was to number the cyces 1, 2, and 3 
in the order of ascending magnitudes of t~, t2, and ts,  the successive 
positions, namely, of the centres or points of inflexion of the cYd es" 
The  preceding analysis,  however,  reveals  the  fact  that this is not 
necessarily the order in which the different autocatalytic cyces affect 
the growth of the animal.  The cycle which has been herein termed 
the first attains its point of inflexion last of all, but it is the first to 
affect the development  and is the longest-continued  cycle, and the others 
are superimposed upon it.  In a physiological rather than in a formal 
sense, therefore, it is the first autocatalytic cycle, and it is evident 
that the order in which autocatalytic processes will affect the growth 
is Robertson, T. B., and Ray, L. A., J. Biol.  Chem., 1919, xxxvii, 377; Austra- 
lian J. Exp. Biol. and Med. Sc.,  1925, ii, 91. 490  GROWTII  OF NORMAL  W}IITE MOUSE 
of the organisms in which they occur, cannot be deduced from the 
position of their points of inflexion unless these are taken in conjunc- 
tion with  the velocities, amplitudes, and asymmetry of the cycles. 
In  other words,  the  order in  which  the  several  growth-cycles will 
affect development can only be safely inferred when all of their para- 
meters are known.  The velocity of the first cycle is relativelylow, its 
amplitude is large,  and its asymmetry is  considerable.  Largely on 
account of this latter property, leading to an appreciable increment 
from the moment that it leaves the time-axis, it is the first to push 
forward the development of the embryo.  Owing to its low velocity 
constant and large amplitude it is also the last to complete the auto- 
catalytic development of the adult.  Its significance in the physiology 
of the  development of the mouse is  therefore of a  preponderating 
nature  at  both  ends  of  the  developmental history,  but  its  funda- 
mental  character  is  probably  better  defined by  calling it  the  first 
autocatalytic  cycle  than  by  calling it  the  third.  The  second and 
third autocatalytic cycles by either of the two criteria outlined above, 
then fall into the order indicated by the numbers assigned to them. 
n.  Sexucd Differences  in the Growth-Processes. 
The process of "linear accretion" is slower in  the female than in 
the male,  the velocity-constants being 0.00183  and 0.00220  respec- 
tively.  The velocity-constant of the first cycle is lower in the female 
than in the male in the proportion of 6 to 8, 29 while at the same time the 
asymmetry of the cycle is greater in the female than in the male, in 
terms of B  in the ratio of 2.36  to 1.25.  From what is to follow we 
may infer  that  the velocity-constant of the first autocatalytic cycle 
undergoes progressive diminution, the extent of which is greater in 
the female than in the male.  It may be noted that the first growth- 
cycle is the only autocatalytic process which is still proceeding at a 
measurable velocity when sexual maturity is attained and that, as in 
the adolescent cycle in human beings) the age of maximum growth 
velocity due to this cycle is earlier in the female than it is in the male. 
In the third growth-cycle the velocity is considerably greater in the 
female than in the male, the velocity-constants being 0.26 and 0.07, 
29This is  the  ratio  of  the  constants K1.  This constant  =  kiAl  where  k, 
is the true velocity-constant of the process.  Since the amplitude of this process 
is the same in both sexes the true velocity-constants stand in the same propor- 
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respectively, but the amplitude of this cycle is greatly reduced in the 
female and  this difference of amplitude almost wholly accounts for 
the difference in the adult weight of the animals. 
The parameters of the second cycle are almost wholly determined 
by weight estimation  (birth  to 4 weeks inclusive) in which the sexes 
were  not  distinguished.  It  is  quite  possible  therefore,  that  sexual 
differences may exist in this cycle which are masked through fitting 
it to data in obtaining which the sexes were grouped together.  It is 
quite clear, nevertheless, that the amplitude ( = A 2) of this cycle must 
be very nearly the same for both sexes (slightly smaller in females). 
The amplitude of the first  cycle has been found to be the same for 
both sexes, and the difference in the amplitudes of the third cycle for 
males and females almost wholly accounts for the difference of ampli- 
tude between the complete growth-curves.  The residual cycle must, 
therefore, be of nearly the same amplitude in males and in females. 
The sexual differences, if any, must reside chiefly in the magnitudes 
of the velocity-constants and the positions of the points of inflexion. 
The general effect of the female sex-character is, therefore, to retard 
growth or, if not to retard it  to diminish its extent.  From the fact 
that the effect of sex is greatest upon the latest cycle, and from the 
much greater asymmetry of the first cycle in the female than in the 
male, we may infer that the effect of female factors becomes greater 
as  development proceeds  (see  Fig.  5). 
III.  The Origin of Asymmetry in Growth-Cycles. 
The most obvious interpretation of the constant B  in the asymme- 
trical  type  of  autocatalytic  equation  would  be  to  suppose  that  it 
represents  the  magnitude  of  some  initial  "charge"  of autocatalyst, 
which was contained within the cells (in this instance gametes) from 
which  this  growth-process  originated.  An  alternative  possibility 
which may,  in  the long run,  prove to be merely a  different way of 
regarding the same fundamental fact, would be to suppose that the 
asymmetry is attributable  to a  progressive alteration of the velocity- 
constant of the autocatalytic process.  Thus, in the equation: 
dx 
--  =  k  (x  +  B)  (a  --  x) 
dt 
we may write: 
dx 
--  ..  ~'  x  (A  -x) 
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where 
k'  x+B 
Now the ratio x +B  approaches unity as x grows larger and it does 
x 
so more rapidly the smaller B is in comparison with the final value of 
x.  In other words, if B is small in comparison with A, the fall of the 
velocity-constant will be rapid and affect only the earliest values of 
x.  If B is large in comparison with A, the fall of the velocity-constant 
will be  slow and affect a  greater  range  of growth-measurements. 
If a fail of specific velocity does actually occur during development 
then we would expect to find this factor affecting long-continued cycles, 
rendering them asymmetrical, while relatively brief cycles, especially 
those  occurring  after x q-B  is approaching  its  final value, should 
X 
escape  the effect and  approach  the symmetrical type very  closely. 
This obviously corresponds with the outcome of the above analysis. 
The long-continued first cycle, which starts at  conception and con- 
tinues  to  affect  growth  long  after  sexual  maturity  is  attained,  is 
decidedly asymmetrical.  The  second  and  third  cycles,  which are 
brief and rapid and wholly (third) or almost wholly (second) extrau- 
terine show no evidence of asymmetry.  Asymmetry in any growth- 
cycle may  therefore  be  proportional to  the  extent of the  develop- 
mental history of the organism which it participates in determining. 
If we adopt this conception of asymmetry in autocatalytic growth- 
cycles, then  the relative  values of kl  for varying values  of  x~ will 
be proportional to the numerical values of the ratio: 
xt+  B 
x! 
The values of this ratio for males and females, and the averages for 
the two sexes combined, for the first 13 weeks of growth, are given in 
the accompanying table.  It will be seen that the ratios, that is, the 
relative values of the velocity-constants of autocatalysis, fall off at 
first very rapidly and later more slowly, approaching the equilibrium 
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Age. 
wlcs. 
--2 
--1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Females. 
xl +  B  Total we;"h'.-6-- 
Xl 
gm. 
6.36  0.45 
3.99  0.85 
3.00  1.47 
2.47  2.86 
2.15  5.68 
1.93  8.29 
1.76  9.59 
1.65  10.54 
1.57  12.27 
1.50  14.42 
1.44  15.48 
1.40  16.19 
1.36  16.83 
x~+ B 
Xl 
6.43 
3.50 
2.56 
2.10 
1.81 
1.63 
1.51 
1.41 
1.35 
1.30 
1.26 
1.23 
1.20 
Males. 
Total weight. 
gm. 
0.29 
0.72 
1.47 
2.97 
5.38 
7.80 
9.63 
11.25 
13.09 
14.97 
16.56 
17.76 
18.71 
Average for both sexes. 
xl +__.__BB  Total weight. 
xl 
g•. 
6.40  0.37 
3.75  0.79 
2.78  1.47 
2.29  2.92 
1.98  5.53 
1.78  8.05 
1.64  9.61 
1.53  10.90 
1.46  12.68 
1.40  14.70 
1.35  16.02 
1.31  16.98 
1.28  17.77 
Plotting these ratios, measured vertically, for both  sexes  combined 
against  the average total weights of the animals  of both sexes  meas- 
ured horizontally,  we  obtain  the  curve indicated  by the  full line  in 
Fig. 5.  If the weight of the animals were wholly attributable to the 
first  cycle and  the  data  were  derived from one  sex only,  this  curve 
would be a  hyperbola, but as the weight of the animals,  after birth, 
is contributed to by other cycles than the first, and by the linear proc- 
ess  also,  the  curve which  is  plotted  only  approximates  the  hyper- 
bolic outline, more closely of course, in  the  earlier than  in  the later 
stages of development.  The curve represents the actual fall of growth- 
velocity in  the  first  growth-cycle,  during  the  early  development  of 
the animals. 
The question now arises whether any other property of these animals 
varies in a  similar manner during their development and at the same 
time.  If  so,  we  may  suspect  a  close  connection between these two 
events. 
Le  Breton  and  Schaeffer  3°  have  recently  substituted  a  chemical 
estimate of the ratio of nucleus  to  cytoplasm  in the cell for the older 
and  necessarily inaccurate  morphological  estimates.  Measurements 
of the relative diameters of nuclei and the cells which contain them are 
very difficult to interpret because, as  Conklin has pointed out,  3~ the 
3o Le Breton, E., and Schaeffer, G., Variations biochimiques du rapport nucleo- 
plasmatique  au  cours  du  developpement  embryorlrlaire,  Travaux  de l'Institut 
de physiologie, Facult6 de m6dicine  de Stras'~ourg, Paris,  1923. 
39 Conklin, E. G., J. Exp. Zool., 1912, xii, 1. T.  BRAILSFORD  ROBERTSON  495 
composition of the nucleus varies with the stage of its development 
which it has reached.  The discovery of the relationship of the chromo- 
somes  to  the  transmission  of many inheritable  characters  strongly 
suggests that the stainable elements in the nucleus, which are nucleic 
acids,  a2 are closely associated with factors which are capable of con- 
trolling or modifying development.  The nucleus, however, contains 
other  substances  besides  nucleic acids,  and  we  do  not  know what 
relationship  these  substances bear  to  the essential  functions of the 
nucleus in  development.  Measurement of the  total  volume of the 
nucleus may, therefore, be a very imperfect index of its physiological 
significance in  controlling and  modifying growth.  Direct  measure- 
ment of nucleic acid content would be more likely to yield such an 
index.  This Le Breton and Schaeffer have sought to accomplish by 
estimating the amino-purine content of the entire animal, in propor- 
tion to its protein content at various stages of its development.  The 
amino-purines, so far as we at present know occur wholly, or almost 
wholly,  within  the  nucleus.  The  proteins  are  characteristic  cyto- 
plasmic  constituents  ~  and  probably  represent  the  actual  mass  of 
cytoplasm better than its volume, which must vary with its content 
of water.  The ratio of these two estimates may be expected to yield 
therefore, a  more consistent measure of the nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio 
than any which has hitherto been available. 
In Fig.  6  the data for mice obtained by Le Breton and Schaeffer 
are represented by the discontinuous curve, the actual measurements 
being represented by crosses.  The scale of ordinates for this curve is 
so chosen that it passes through the first point (t =  -2 weeks) on the 
curve representing the fall of the relative values of kl with increasing 
weight of the animals.  The scale of abscissae  is,  of course, the same 
for both curves.  The close similarity of the two curves is apparent 
and it is especially significant that they turn rather sharply, approach- 
ing their equilibrium-values, at the same stage of development of the 
animals, corresponding to a  total weight of 3 gm. 
No  closer  correspondence between  the  two  sets of data could be 
expected when we reflect that they were derived, not only from differ- 
ent  animals,  but  from unrelated  strains.  The  numbers of animals 
employed by Le Breton and Schaeffer were relatively small and the 
experimental error in  the estimation of their average weights must, 
a2 Mathews, A. P., Am. J. Physiol.,  1898, i, 445. 
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therefore, have been large.  No distinction  of the sexes is  made in 
Le  Breton  and  Schaeffer's measurements, but  the average weights, 
for both sexes combined, at  birth and  for the  1st week after birth, 
are  considerably in  excess of those found by Robertson,  Robertson 
and  Cutler,  and  Robertson  and  Delprat  (see  table  on  page  477). 
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Fzc. 6.  Comparison of the fall of the velocity constant of autocatalysis in the 
first cycle (average for males and females) with  the fall of nucleo-cytoplasmic 
rat!o as estimated by Le Breton and Schaeffer.  The absciss~ represent the total 
weights of the animals (average for males and females). 
On the other hand, the weight reported by Le Breton and Schaeffer 
for mice which are  19  days old is  considerably below that indicated 
by  previous  observers.  If,  therefore,  the  nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio 
depends upon the age rather than upon the weight of the individual 
animal, or if it depends in part upon age and in part upon weight, 
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for the earlier estimations of nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio by Le Breton 
and  Schaeffer should be  shortened.  This  would obviously tend  to 
increase  the  correspondence  between  the  two curves.  It appears, 
therefore, that the velocity-constant of autocatalysis in  the growth 
of mice is proportional or nearly proportional to the nucleo-cytoplasmic 
ratio.  During  the  second  and  third  cycles it  is  nearly  constant, 
because these cycles are so brief that  the alteration of nucleo-cyto- 
plasmic ratio during the period of growth induced by them is of unim- 
portant magnitude.  ~  The long duration and early beginning of the 
first cycle carries it through the whole period of rapid alteration of the 
nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio.  The velocity-constant of this cycle there- 
fore fails, at first rapidly and later very slowly.  This fall finds expres- 
sion in the asymmetry of the autocatalytic curve which fits the cycle. 
IV.  The  Measurement  and  Origin  of Senescent  Loss  of  Weight. 
Subsequently to about 90 to 95 weeks of age mice suffer a progressive 
and rather rapid loss of weight, culminating in the eventual death of 
the animals.  It would be important to measure this loss and to define 
quantitatively its  relationship  to  age.  Several important difficulties 
stand in the way of such measurements, however, and at the present 
moment there appear  to  be no  data  available  for the  quantitative 
estimation of senescence.  In the first place, if the animals are still 
growing during the period which immediately precedes senescence, we 
may assume that  they would probably have  continued  to  grow  if 
senescence had  not  supervened  and masked the growth.  The true 
measure of senescence is then, not loss of weight in comparison with 
the weight at the initiation of senescence, but loss of weight in com- 
parison with that which the animals would have attained if they had 
continued  to  grow.  The  prolongation  of  the  calculated  curve  of 
growth beyond the point at which it permanently emerges from the 
growth-area enables us to estimate the senescence  of the then-surviving 
animals in terms of the distance between the calculated curve and the 
centre of the growth-area.  Even this, however, fails to  afford us a 
reliable measure of senescent loss of weight, owing to the continuously 
varying genetic composition of the animals which remain available 
for measurement at this age. 
It  has  previously been  shown  by Robertson  and  Ray  ~  that  the 
34 Unimportant, that is, when considered in relation to the attainable  degree 
of accuracy of the weight-estimations. 
a~ Robertson, T. B., and Ray, L. A., Y. Biol. Chem., 1920, xlii, 71. 498  GROWTH  OF  NORMAL  W-~ITE  mOUSE 
growth of animals which live to beyond the average duration  of life 
for  their  generation,  differs  quite  appreciably  from  the  growth  of 
animals  which  die  prior  to  the  average  duration  of life.  In  other 
words, the parameters of growth are not identical for all of the animals, 
the values determined above are averages and not necessarily applicable 
to any given individual,  and these parameters are correlated in some 
degree with longevity.  Up to about 500 days of age only an  insig- 
nificant  proportion  of  deaths  occur,  hence  for  this  period,  that  is 
during the whole of the period covered by the  estimations  which are 
employed for the determination  of the growth-parameters,  the  com- 
position of the experimental group remains  unaltered.  Subsequently 
to  this  age,  however,  the  selective  deaths  of  animals  of  low  life- 
duration  leave a  residue  which  differs,  presumably in  consequence 
of  characters  of hereditary  origin,  from  the  former  average  of  the 
group.  The growth-parameters of these residual animals must differ 
to some extent from those of the original group.  As deaths increase 
in number and frequency, especially after the expiry of the mean dura- 
tion of life, the composition of the group must depart more and more 
from the average which determined the  parameters  of the  calculated 
curve.  The  calculated  curve of growth,  therefore,  does  not  repre- 
sent  the  growth  history  of the  survivors among  senescent  animals. 
This  lack of fit must  increase  as senescence progresses,  so that  the 
loss of weight of the survivors, even if computed on the basis of the 
continuations  of the  growth-curve of the  group  of which  they were 
members,  affords no  true  picture  of senescence. 
The only correct way of estimating senescence would be to start a 
growth-experiment with so large a number of animals that the number 
of survivors into and throughout  some advanced period of life, such, 
for example, as the period between 800 to 900 days, would be so great 
that  the  parameters  of their  growth-curve  could be separately  esti- 
mated  to  at  least  that  degree  of accuracy which  is  attained  in  the 
foregoing analysis.  Then  the  distance  between the  continuation  of 
the calculated curve and  the centres of the experimental area would 
give a  fairly true picture of the relationship  of senescent weight-loss 
to age.  To accomplish this with the animals employed to obtain the 
growth estimates used in the above analysis would have required an 
initial  experimental  stock of 240 males and  900 females,  or  1140 in 
all, as compared with 72 which were actually employed.  A further dif- 
ficulty which would then arise, however, would be this:  that  animals 
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that in their cases the onset of senescence is delayed, so that at the 
best we could hope for no more than a  true picture of the earliest 
stages of senescent loss of weight. 
A consideration to which attention was directed in the introductory 
portion of this paper suggests a possible origin of senescence which is 
very similar to a  suggestion which has been advanced on theoretical 
grounds  elsewhere?  It  was  shown  above  that  the  autocatalytic 
cycles which are distinguishable in the total growth of animals cannot 
share a  common product, which is proportional  to the autocatalyst 
because  otherwise they would  fuse  indistinguishably into  a  single 
autocatalytic cycle in which the velocity-constant, k becomes kt  + 
k~  +  k3  +  .....  and the amplitude A, becomes: 
ktAt +  k2A=t  ks As+  ....... 
kl +  k2 +  ks  +  ....... 
Doubtless such fusions occur, but then, again, the existence of sepa- 
rable cycles in the growth of an animal or a plant shows that under 
certain conditions, as yet unknown, this fusion may not occur.  Under 
these conditions the final growth-equilibrium when three autocatalytic 
cycles are concerned is given by: 
x  =  (total maximum weight)  =  AI +  As +  A, 
in the present instance, 24.0 gin. for females and 26.1 gm. for males. 
If, however, the conditions which originally prevented fusion of the 
cycles broke down in the course of time, or were removed, then the 
equilibrium condition would revert to: 
klAt +  k~A~ +  ksAs 
x  -  (total maximum weight)  -- 
kl -}- k2 -}" ks 
and  in  the  present  instance,  employing the  ascertained values  of 
k~ AI (= K1), k~ A2 (= K~), k3 A3 (= K,) and of kl, k2, and ks, the 
equilibrium-weights would become: 
For females ..............................................  4.5 gin. 
For males ................................................  6.5 gin. 
in each case the attainable weight being mainly determined by the 
later  and  more  rapid  cycles of  relatively small  amplitude.  33  The 
breakdown or removal of the conditions which originally led to the 
30 Because the ratio of two relatively large numbers is little affected by small 
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appearance  of  separable  autocatalytic  cycles in  the  growth  of  the 
animals,  ~ therefore, would necessarily result in a  great loss of weight 
and consequent impairment of tissue, so that a partial or progressive 
breakdown of these original conditions might satisfactorily account 
for the phenomena which characterise senescence. 
SUMMARY. 
1.  The  several  growth-cycles  which  are  distinguishable  in  the 
growth of an animal or plant are mutually independent in that they 
do not share a  common catalyser. 
2.  The growth of the white mouse has  been  shown  to  consist of 
three  autocatalytic  processes  and  one  "linear  process"  of  weight- 
accretion.  The parameters of these processes have been evaluated 
for one strain and generation of mice. 
3.  The first and most extensive autocatalytic process is asymmetri- 
cal, being defined by an equation of the type: 
x+B 
log--  -K0--a) 
A--x 
The second and third cycles, which are more rapid and do not begin 
to affect the growth of the animal until a later stage of development, 
are symmetrical, being defined by equations of the type: 
x 
l°gA -- x m K(t--tt) 
4.  The  amplitude  of  the  first  autocatalytic  growth-cycle in  the 
mouse is almost the same in males and females, but the moment of 
maximum growth-velocity in the female anticipates that in the male, 
the velocity constant  is  smaller in  the female, and  the asymmetry 
estimated by the magnitude of the constant B, is greater in the female 
than in the male. 
5.  The amplitude of the second cycle is almost the same in males 
and females, but data are as yet lacking which would enable us to 
ascertain  whether the velocity-constant and moments of maximum 
growth-velocity in this cycle differ ill the two sexes or not. 
s7 The same reasoning applies, of course,  to  the  "linear process"  of weight- 
accretion.  The breakdown of the independence of this process, however, would 
probably he insufficient, by itself, to account for the observed losses  of weight 
and, besides, we do not yet know that it occurs in other animals, while senescence 
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6.  The amplitude of the third cycle is much less in the female than 
in the male, and this difference of amplitude almost wholly accounts 
for  the difference of adult  weight in  the  two sexes.  The  velocity- 
constant of the third cycle is, however, greater in the female  than in 
the male.  Maximum growth velocity due  to  this  cycle is  attained 
at very nearly the same age in both sexes. 
7.  The  origin  of  asymmetry in  autocatalytic  growth-processes is 
discussed.  It  is pointed  out  that  asymmetry might originate  in  a 
progressive diminution of the velocity-constant.  If this is the origin 
of the asymmetry of the first growth-cycle in the mouse, then  it is 
shown that the velocity constant of autocatalysis in this cycle must 
be very nearly proportional to the nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio,  as esti- 
mated by the chemical method of Le Breton and Schaeffer. 
8.  It is pointed out  that no reliable  measure of senescent loss of 
weight is available at present.  It is shown that removal or decay of 
those  conditions  which  initially  maintain  the  separability  of  the 
growth-cycles which collectively constitute the growth of the  white 
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TABLE  I. 
Comparison of the Calculated and Experimental Curves of Growth of the White Mouse. 
Normal Females, 1921-23. 
Age. 
~$. 
-3 
-2 
-1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
32 
I 
kceretion[ Accretion Accretion[ 
due to  [  due to  due to 
first  [  second  third 
growth  growth  growth 
cycle,  cycle,  cycle. 
gra.  ]  gin.  gin. 
O. O0  O. 00  O. 00 
0.44  0.01  0.00 
0.79  0.06  0.00 
1.18  0.29  0.00 
1.61  1.24  0.00 
2.06  3.60  0.00 
2.55  5.71  0.00 
3.09  6.44  0.02 
3.61  6.61  0.26 
4.17  6.64  1.38 
4.75  6.65  2.91 
5.34  6.65  3.36 
5.94  6.65  3.441 
6.53  6.65  3.461 
7.11  6.65  3.46 
7.68  6.65  3.46 
8.23  6.65  3.46 
8.75  6,65  3.46 
9.24  6.65  3.46 
9.71  6.65  3.46 
10.14  6.65  3.46 
10.53  6.65  3.46 
10.90  6.65  3.46 
11.23  6.65  3.46 
11.53  6.65  3.46 
11.80  6.65  3.46 
12.04  6.65  3.46 
12.25  6.65  3.46 
12.44  6.65  3.46 
12.61  6.65  3.46 
12.76  6.65  3.46 
12.89  [  6.65  3.46 
i 
13.00  6.65  3.46 
13.10  6.65  3.46 
13.26  I  6.65  3.46 
I 
Linear 
accre- 
tion. 
0.000 
0.001 
0.002 
0.0O4 
0.008 
0.015 
0.027 
0.043 
0.061 
0.082 
0.106 
0,133 
0.162 
0,192 
0,223 
0. 255 
0. 289 
0. 324 
0,360 
0,396 
0.433 
0.471 
0. 509 
0. 548 
0,587 
0. 626 
0. 665 
0,705 
0,745 
O. 785 
0.826 
0.867 
0.908 
0.949 
1.033 
Total  Experi- 
accre-  mental 
tion.  weight. 
gm.  gm. 
0.0C  - 
0.45 
0.85 
1.47  1.47 
2.8~  2.99 
5.68  5.09 
8.29  7.99 
9.59  9.51 
10.54  O.57 
12.27  .2.23 
14.42  .4.05 
15.48  .5,43 
16.19  .6.52 
16.83  .6.98 
17.44  .7.59 
18.05  .8.34 
18.63  9.07 
19.18  9.59 
19.71  ~0.02 
20.22  !0.45 
20.68  !0.73 
21.11  ~1.21 
21.52  ~1.46 
22.89  ~1.70 
22.23  ',1.80 
22.54  ',2.09 
22,82  ~2.14 
23.07  ',2.73 
23.30  ',2.70 
23.51  ',3.05 
23.70  ',3.05 
23.87  ',3.23 
24.02  ',3.41 
24.16  ',3.54 
24.40  ~4.O4 
Deviation of calcu- 
lated from experi- 
mental weight. 
4-0.00 
-0.13 
40.59 
40.30 
40.08 
-0.03 
40.04 
+0.37 
+0.05 
-0.33 
--0.15 
--0.15 
--0.29 
--0.44 
-0.41 
--0.31 
--0.23 
--0.05 
--0, 10 
40.06 
40.17 
40.43 
40.45 
40.68 
40.34 
40.60 
40.46 
40.65 
+0.64 
+0.61 
40  62 
+0.36 
Probabh 
error of 
expem- 
mental 
weight. 
"4-0.27 
4-0.27 
:hO, 27 
-4-0.25 
+0.27 
-4-0.23 
+0.25 
+0.26 
4-0.27 
4-0.23 
4-0.23 
4-0.23 
+0.23 
4-0.22 
4-0.23 
4-0.23 
4-0.25 
4-0.23 
±0.26 
+0,27 
4-0.28 
4-0,29 
4-0.32 
±0.33 
±0.32 
±0.30 
4-0.34 
Senes- 
cent 
loss of 
weight. T.  BRA]LSFORD  ROBERTSON 
TABLE  I--Contlnued. 
503 
Age. 
Accretion Accretion Accretion  Probable 
due to  due to  due to  Linear  Total  Experi- Deviation  of calcu-  error  of  Senes-  cent  first  second  third  accre-  accre-  mental lated  from experi-  experi- 
growth  growth  growth  tion.  fion.  weight,  mental  weight,  mental  loss of 
cycle,  cycle,  cycle,  weight,  weight. 
wks.  gm.  gm. 
34  13.39  6.65 
36  13.48  6.65 
38  13.55  6.65  3.46 
40  13.60  6.65  3.46 
42  13.64  6.65  3.46 
44  13.67  6.65  3.46 
46  13.70  6.65  3.46 
48  13.71  6.65  3.46 
50  13.72  6.65  3.46 
52  13.73  6.65  3.46 
54  13.74  6.65  3.46 
56  13.75  6.65  3.46 
58  13.75  6.65  3.46 
60  13.76  6.65  3.46 
62  13.76  6.65  3.46 
64  13.76  6.65  3.46 
66  13.76  6.65  3.46 
68  13.76  6.65  3.46 
70  13.76  6.65  3.46 
72  13.76  6.65  3.46 
74  13.76  6.65  3.46 
76  13.76  6.65  3.46 
78  13.76  6.65  3.46 
80  13.76  6.65  3.46 
82  13.76  6.65  3.46 
84  13.76  6.65  3.46 
86  13.76  6.65  3.46 
88  13.76  6.65  3.46 
90  13.76  6.65  3.46 
92  13.76  6.65  3.46 
94  13.76  6.65  3.46 
96  13.76  6.65  3.46 
98  13.76  6.65  3.46 
100  13.76  6.65  3.46 
102  13.76  6.65  3.46 
104  13.76  6.65  3.46 
106  13.76  6.65  3.46 
108  13.76  6.65  3.46 
110  13.76  6.65  3.46 
gm.  gm.  gm.  gm. 
3.46  1.117  24.62  24.05 
3.46  1.202  24.79  24.43 
gm. 
+0.57  4-O. 39  - 
+0.36  -4-0.36  - 
1.288  24.95  25.09  -0.14  -4-0.40  - 
1.376  25.09  25.36  -0.27  -4-0.43  - 
1.464  25.21  25.23  -0.02  =t=0.42  - 
1.552  25.33  25.69  -0.36  =t=0.45  - 
1.640  25.45  26.00  -0.55  =t=0.45  - 
1.728  25.55  25.93  -0.38  -4-0.40  - 
1.816  25.65  26.00  -0.35  -4-0.45  - 
1.904  25.74  25.94  -0.20  :h0.41  - 
1.992  25.84  25.79  +0.05  .4-0.42  - 
2.080  25.94  25.90  +0.04  -4-0.40  - 
2.168  26.03  26.06  --0.03  -4-0.47  - 
2.256  26.13  26.14  --0.01  -4-0.53  - 
2.344  26.21  25.80  +0.41  -4-0.67  - 
2.432  26.30  25.98  +0.32  -4-0.62  - 
2.520  26.39  26.77i  --0.38  -4-0.59  - 
2.608  26.48  26.34  +0.14  -4-0.52  - 
2.696  26.57  27.05  --0.48  -4-0.47  - 
2.784  26.65  27.05  --0.40  -4-0.49  - 
2.872  26.74  27.013  --0.26  -4-0.57  - 
2.96£  26.83  27.17  --0.34  =1=0.48  - 
3.048  26.92  27.26  --0.34  -4-0.49  - 
3.13(  27.01  27.29  --0.28  -4-0.52  - 
3.224  27.09  27.32  --0.23  -4-0.53  - 
3.312  27.18  27.39  --0.21  -4-0.62  - 
3.40~  27.27  27.21  +0.06  =k0.68  - 
3.488  27.36  27.50  --0.14  -4-0.67  - 
3.576  27.45  27.60  --0.15  -4-0.68  - 
3.664  27.53  27.93  --0.40  -4-0.77  - 
3.752  27.62  27.65  --0.03  :t:0.76  - 
3.840  27.71  27.63  +0.08  -4-0.79  - 
3.928  27.80  27.54  ]gA =  +0.96  -4-0.80  0.26 
4.016  27.89  27.25  -  -4-0.79  0.64 
4.104  27.97  27.25  -  :1:0.83  0.72 
4.192  28.06  25.83  -  -4-0.91  2.23 
4.280  28.15  24.56  -  -4-0.59  3.59 
4.368  28.24  24.64  -  -4-1.01  3.60 
4.456  28.33  25.58  -  4-0.94  2.75 504  GROWTH  OF  NORMAL  WHITE  MOUSE 
TABLE  I--Concluded. 
Age. 
112 
114 
116 
118 
120 
122 
124 
126 
128 
130 
132 
Accrefio~ 
due to 
first 
growth 
cycle. 
gm. 
13.76 
13.76 
13.76 
13.76 
13.76 
13.76 
13.76 
13.76 
13.76 
13.76 
13.76 
Accretion 
due to 
second 
growth 
cycle. 
gm. 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
6.65 
Accretio~ 
due to 
third 
growth 
cycle. 
gm. 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
3.46 
Linear 
accre- 
~on. 
gm. 
4.544 
4. 632 
4. 720 
4.808 
4.896 
4.984 
5.072 
5.160 
5. 248 
5.336 
5.424 
Total 
accre- 
tion. 
gm. 
28.41 
28.5C 
28.59 
28.68 
28.77 
28.85 
28.94 
29.03 
29.12 
29.21 
29.29 
Experi-  Deviation of calcu- 
mental  lated from experi- 
weight,  mental weight. 
24.83 
25.42 
25.10 
25.67 
26.25 
25.75 
25.00 
24.75  - 
31.00 
27.50 
25.50 
Probable 
error of  Senes- 
experi-  cent 
mental  loss of 
weight,  weight. 
-4-1.07  3.58 
-4-0.98  3.08 
-  3.49 
-  3.01 
-  2.52 
-  3.10 
-  3.94 
-  4.28 
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TABLE  II. 
Comparison of the Calculated and Experimental Curves of Growth of the White Mouse. 
Normal Males, 1921-23. 
Accretion  Accretion Accretio~ 
due to  due to  due to 
Age.  first  second  third 
growth  growth g~c~eth  cycle,  cycle. 
¢oks.  gm.  &m.  gm. 
--3  0.00  0.02  0.00 
--2  0.23  0.06  0.00 
--1  0.50  0.21  0.01 
0  0.80  0.65  0.02 
1  1.14  1.78  0.04 
2  1.54  3.71  0.11 
3  1.98  5.52  0.27 
4  2.47'  6.48  0.63 
5  3.01  6.83  1.34 
6  3.59  6.95  2.45 
7  4.21  6.98  3.65 
8  4.86  6.99  4.54 
9  5.54  7.00  5.02 
10  6.23  7.00  5.24 
11  6.90  7.00  5.34 
12  7.59  7,00  5.37 
13  8.24  7.00  5.39 
14  8.86  7.00  5.40 
15  9.44  7.00  5.40 
16  9.98  7. O0  5.40 
17  10.47  7.00  5.40 
18  10.91  7.00  5.40 
19  11.31  7.00  5.40 
20  11.65  7.00  5.40 
21  11.96  7.00  5.40 
22  12.22  7.00  5.40 
23  12.45  7. O0  5.40 
24  12.65  7.00  5.40 
25  12.81  7.00  5.40 
26  12.95  7.00  5.40 
27  13.07  7.00  5.40 
28  13.18  7.00  5.40 
29  13.26  7.00  5.40 
30  13.33  7.00  5.40 
32  13.45  7.00  5.40 
34  13.52  7.00  5.40 
36  13.58  7.00  5.40 
38  13.61  7.00  5.40 
40  13.64  7.00  5.40 
Linear  Total  Experi-  calculatedDeviati°nfrom°f Probableerror  .of  SeneS-cent 
accre-  accre-  mental  expen- 
tion.  tion.  weight,  experimentalweight,  welght.mental welght.l°ss  of 
gm.  gm.  gm.  &w. 
0.000  0.02  .... 
0.001  0.2~  .... 
0.002  O. 72  -  -  - 
0.004  1.47  1.47  -4-0.00  -  - 
0.009  2.9)  2.99  -0.02  -  - 
0.018  5.3~  5.09  +0.29  -  - 
0.032  7.8£  7.99  -0.19  -  - 
0.051  9.63  9.51  +0.12  -  - 
0.074  11.2,  ~  11.27  -0.02  -4-0.29  - 
0.101  13.0g  12.97  +0.12  0-0.32  - 
0.131  14.9)  14.91  +0.06  0-0.32  - 
0.166  16.5C  16.77  --0.21  0-0.30  - 
0.204  17.7~  18.17  --0.41  0-0.28  - 
0.244  18.71  18.80  --0.09  0-0.28  - 
0.287  19.5~  19.80  --0.27  0-0.30  - 
0.332  20.2g  21.16  --0.87  0-0.30  - 
0.379  21.01  21.80  --0.79  0-0.29  - 
0.427  21.6~  22.46  --0.77  0-0.29  - 
0.476  22.3~  22.84  --0.52  0-0.30  - 
0.526  22.91  23.19  --0.28  -4-0.30  - 
0.577  23.4,  ~  23.83  --0.38  0-0.31  - 
0.629  23.94  24.51  --0.57  0-0.31  - 
0.682  24.3~  24.66  --0.27  0-0.30  - 
0.735  24.7~  24.76  +0.03  0-0.30  - 
0.788  25.1,  ~  24.97  +0.18  0-0.28  - 
0.842  25.4(  25.17  +0.29  0-0.26  - 
0.896  25.7,  ~  25.65  +0.10  -4-0.27  - 
0.951  26.0(  25.6~  +0.31  -4-0.32  - 
1.006  26.2~  26.06  +0.16  0-0.34  - 
1.062  26.41  26.48  --0.07  0-0.35  - 
1.118  26.5~  26.48  +0.11  0-0.32  - 
1.174  26.7,  ~  26.68  +0.07  0-0.29  - 
1.23C  26.8 c.  26.33  +0.56  0-0.39  - 
1.28~  27.0]  26.77  +0.25  0-0.31  - 
1.40C  27.2.  ~  27.16  +0.09  0-0.36  - 
1.51~  27.4~  27.63  --0.19  0-0.34  - 
1.630  27.61  27.31  +0.30  0-0.43  - 
1.745  27.7¢  28.32  --0.56  0-0.42  - 
1.860  27.9(  27.74  +0.16  0-0.41  - 506  GROWTH  O~'  NORMAL  WHITE  MOUSE 
TABLE  II--Continued. 
Age. 
Accretion  [ Accretion  Accretior 
due to  due to  due to  Linear  Total  Experl- 
first  second  third  accre-  accre-  mental 
growth  growth  growth  tion.  tion.  weight. 
cycle,  cycle,  cycle. 
wks.  gin. 
42  13.66 
44  13.67 
46  13.68 
48  13.68 
50  13.69 
52  13.69 
54  13.70 
56  13.70 
58  13.70 
60  13.70 
62  13.70 
66~  13.70 
13.70 
68  13.70 
70  13.70 
72  13.70 
74  13.70 
76  13.70 
78  13.70 
80  13.70 
82  13.70 
84  13.70 
86  13.70 
88  13.70 
90  13.70 
92  13.70 
94  13.70 
96  13.70 
98  13.70 
100  13.70 
102  13.70 
104  13.70 
106  13.70 
108  13.70 
110  13.70 
112  13.70 
114  13.70 
116  13.70 
118  13.70 
120  13.70 
gm.  gm. 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.OO  5.40 
7.OO  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.OO  5.40 
7.OO  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.OO  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.OO  5.4O 
7.OO  5.40 
7.OO  5.40 
7.0O  5.40 
7.OO  5.4O 
7.00  5.40 
7.OO  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.4O 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
7.00  5.40 
Deviation of  Probable 
calculated from  error of  Senes-  cent 
experimental  experi-  mental  loss of 
weight,  weight,  weight. 
i 
gm.  gm.  gm. 
28.04  28.26  --0.22  4-0.38  - 
28.1~  28.50  --0.34  4-0.38  - 
28.29  28.17  +0.12  4-0.39  - 
28.4C  28.81  --0.41  ±0.36  - 
28.53  28.45  +0.08  4-0.39  - 
28.64  28.36  +0.28  4-0.39  - 
28.77  28.88  --0.11  4-0.40  - 
28.88  28.79  +0.09  4-0.39  - 
29.00  28.60  +0.40  4-0.37  - 
29.11  28.45  +0.66  4-0.34  - 
29.23  28.75  +0.48  4-0.31  - 
29.34  28.97  +0.37  -4-0.45  - 
29.46  28.75  +0.71  4-0.45  - 
29.57  29.21'  +0.36  4-0.48  - 
29.69  29.47  +0.22  4-0.44  - 
29.80  29.27  +0.53  4-0.48  - 
29.92  29.18  +0.74  4-0.47  - 
30.03  29.73  +0.30  4-0.59  - 
30.15  29.77  +0.38  4-0.59  - 
30.26  30.513  --0.24  4-0.56  - 
30.38  30.75  --0.37  4-0.64  - 
30.49  30.42  +0.07  4-0.62  - 
30.61  29.67  Z,~, =  +0.82  4-0.49  0.94 
30.72  30.36  -  -4-0.57  0.36 
30.84  30.22  -  4-0.59  0.61 
30.95  29.65  -  4-0.64  1.30 
31.07  28.95  -  4-0.79  2.12 
31.18  30.0C  -  4-0.55  1.18 
31.30  29.40  -  4-0.81  1.90 
31.41  29.65  -  4-0.57  1.76 
31.53  29.60  -  4-0.64  1.93 
31.64  29.88  -  4-0.70  1.66 
31.76  30.21  -  =t=0.61  1.55 
31.87  30.43  -  +0.69  1.44 
31.99  29.79  -  4-0.54  2.20 
32.10  29.92  -  4-0.68  2.18 
32.22  29.58  -  4-0.61  2.64 
32.33  29.92  -  4-0.47  2.41 
32.45  29.20  -  -  3.25 
32.56  20.00  -  -  3.56 T.  BllA~SFORD  ROBERTSON 
TABLE  II'-Ctmcluded. 
507 
Age. 
~$. 
122 
124 
126 
128 
130 
132 
134 
136 
138 
140 
~ccretion[ Accretio  Ac~efiol 
due to  due to  due to 
first  [  second  third 
growth [  growth  growth 
cycle.  ]  cycle,  cycle. 
I 
gm.  gm.  gm. 
13.70  7.00  5.40 
13.70  7.00  5.40 
13.70  7.00  5.40 
Linear  Total  Zxperl- 
accre-  acam-  mental 
tion.  tion.  ~eight. 
gm.  gm.  gm. 
6.57.  ~  32.6t  28.25 
6.69(  32.7!  29.00 
6.80.'  32.91  27.83 
13.70 
13.70 
13.70 
13.7O 
13.701 
13.70 
13.70 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
5.40  6.92(  33.0:28.00 
5.40  I 7.03,'  33.1,  27.50 
5.401  7.15(  33.21  26.50 
5.40  7.26,'  33.3 ~  26.25 
5.40]  7.38(  33.4~  27.00 
5.407.49!  33.0  27.50 
5.40  7.61(  33.7  26.00 
Deviation of 
calculated  from 
experimental 
weight. 
Probable 
error of 
experi- 
mental 
weight. 
Senes- 
cent 
loss of 
weight. 
gm. 
4.43 
3.79 
5.08 
5.00 
5.64 
6.75 
7.12 
6.48 
6.10 
7.71 